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From the 8th to the 10th of June, the Hespérides Stadium will turn the lights on for the Cannes leg of the Longines Global 
Champions Tour (LGCT), the most prestigious circuit in the equestrian world. Just a few weeks after the Cannes Film Festival, 
the town is ready to welcome a whole host of stars of a completely different kind. Horses walking around, VIP boxes being 
prepared, those final last touches… The site is bubbling with activity, awaiting riders and spectators for three days of glamour 
and top class sport.

Besides Scott Brash, Pénélope Leprévost and Marcus Ehning, laureates of previous editions of the LGCT Jumping of Cannes, 
there are a number of other riders to be closely followed, such as the Italien Lorenzo de Luca, currently holding the number 
one spot in the provisional placings following the stage at Hamburg last week. In great form recently, and all tough opponents, 
the Dutch riders Maikel van der Vleuten and Harrie Smolders and the Swiss, Martin Fuchs are all in the top 5 at this point of 
the LGCT circuit.

There is a large home nation contingent in Cannes with no less than 11 riders in the starting blocks. The entire team that 
won Olympic gold have all responded as being present, Pénélope Leprévost (Urano de Cartigny and Nice Stephanie), Roger-
Yves Bost (Sydney Une Prince and Pégase du Murier), Kévin Staut (Elky van het Indihof*HDC and Unna de Kerglenn*HDC) and 
Philippe Rozier (Umpulsion de la Hart and Quartz Rouge).

Outside of the 5*CSI, there’s some amazing talent taking to the stage in the 1*CSI, such as the Hymowitz sisters,  Guillaume 
Canet and the formidable Ignace Philips, who scored no less than three victories during the 2016 edition !

With a competition format that is a resounding success, the Global Champions League returns bringing its’ fair share of 
atmosphere and sensations to this Jumping on the French Riviera!  Fierce competition is expected, the Hamburg Diamonds 
team, the current leaders, are closely followed by the Valkenswaard United and the St Tropez Pirates. The Cannes Stars team, 
competing “on home ground” are in fifth place on the leader board. They will be represented this weekend by the German, 
Ludger Beerbaum and the elegant Swiss Longines ambassador Jane Richards-Philips. The first qualifying round, the Prix Groupe 
Barrière, a 1.50/1.55m class will take place today at 8.30pm.

New this year, the winner of the Prix Constance Le Prince Maurice|Office du Tourisme de l’Île Maurice I Air Mauritius on friday 
evening will see themselves rewarded with an all-inclusive week on Mauritius. Indeed, the Jumping of Cannes is twinned with 
the Jumping of Mauritius, organised by François Bourey, and taking place between the 13th and 24th of January 2018 at the 
Anjalay Stadium. The occasion to combine sport, activities and evenings under the coconut palms! The top fifteen riders on 
the World ranking List will automatically be invited to share this idyllic week surrounded by turquoise waters !
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